
Join us for the 
iatricSystems Fall Exchange

We’re back for another great Fall Exchange! This year’s virtual event is two days with three 

learning tracks that allow you to tailor your experience to support your 2022 goals. You’ll 

hear from industry experts and your peers on how you can realize time and money 

efficiencies, protect patient privacy and improve clinician mentalities. 

We ask that you select from one of three sessions to watch live per timeslot. If you’re 

interested in multiple sessions at the same timeslot, we have you covered. Each session is 

being recorded and can be watched as soon as the session is live on our event app.

iatricSystems Fall Exchange Full Agenda

11:00 AM ET

Morning Show

Join us for a morning show where our breakout session speakers, executives, and industry experts break down 

the topics being discussed, and what to look out for during the event. 

11:30 AM ET

Keynote Speaker: Brad Nieder, MD - The Healthy Humorist

Yesssss!  You’ve done it!  You’ve found the funny motivational keynote speaker you’ve been looking for!  And he’s 

a physician, too, so he can diagnose and treat what ails you!  Is burnout a problem?  Are you struggling with 

employee engagement, morale and performance?  Want to improve workforce wellness and resilience? 

You know such improvements result in a return on investment in the form of enhanced productivity, better quality 

of service, improved customer satisfaction, lower costs and ultimately an improved bottom line.  

Wednesday



12:30 PM ET - Select One*

Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare – What Does AI Really Mean to Our Industry?

Artificial Intelligence has been a buzz term for a few years now – but the reality is, AI is changing the lives of 

clinicians, hospitals, staff and patients each day. Join Steve Walker as he covers the basics and discusses how 

algorithms and machine learning can improve administrative workflows, clinical processes and patient privacy. 

Ransomware and other threats: Discover how to reduce cyber risk and safeguard patient data

Join ethical hacker and senior security advisor Andrew Hunter from Field Effect as he offers critical insights into 

what motivates cybercriminals and how the healthcare industry can reduce risk and protect patient data. We will 

also examine recent attacks and the lessons learned from these attacks to offer best practices for protecting your 

organization against them. 

How Drug Diversion Analytics Can Save Time, Money and Lives 

Join Carolyn Bourke, R.N, and other clinical leaders to explore the topic of drug diversion and how having the 

right analytics at the right time can help save lives. We'll explore how the ideal solution can pull data from a 

variety of sources, including ADC's, EHRs and time-keeping machines. 

2:00 PM ET - Select One*

Getting Consistent Software Installations with Docker

Consistency and reliability across software implementation and maintenance are critical factors for healthcare 

organizations. Join Eric Carter, Team Leader, Research and Development, as he shares how to ensure consistent 

software implementations in your hospital and how Docker can streamline the process.

Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare: What does it Mean; How does it Help?

Artificial Intelligence has been a buzz term for a few years now – but the reality is, AI is changing the lives of 

clinicians, hospitals, staff and patients each day. Join Steve Walker as he covers the basics and discusses how 

algorithms and machine learning can improve administrative workflows, clinical processes and patient privacy. 

SMARTPUMP Roundtable

How a patient copes with pain after surgery can have an impact on their recovery. Special measures such as a 

patient-controlled analgesia (PCA) infusion can promote the patient’s recovery while reducing the risk of overse-

dation – an unintended consequence of nurse-administered analgesia. Join Alberta Guy and Lisa Lovette of 

iatricSystems and Terrence Carroll, ICU Medical, for a roundtable discussion about the benefits and implementa-

tion of PCA pumps in the hospital.

*All sessions will be recorded and available for viewing after the session is live. 

1:30 PM ET - Entertainment Break #1



3:30 PM ET - Select One*

The False Promise of BI Tools and How to Make them Actually Work

Most Business Intelligence tools claim you can just point the server to the data you need, and it will work. But 

what most BI tools don’t tell you is that it actually doesn’t work this way. Sean Samiljan brings his personal 

experience working with MEDITECH and BI tools to share his recommendations and solutions on how to better 

access the data you need. 

The True Cost of a Breach: How Investing in PHI Protection Pays Off 

Join Brandon Tiller (iatricSystems) and Andrew Hunter (Field Effect) as they explore the true cost of a PHI breach 

and how to defend your balance sheet by proactively protecting data. Brandon and Andrew will go beyond the 

bottom line and discuss how investing in artificial intelligence and automation pay off by increasing team efficien-

cy and proactively prevent breaches.

Getting Consistent Software Installations with Docker

Consistency and reliability across software implementation and maintenance are critical factors for healthcare 

organizations. Join Eric Carter, Team Leader, Research and Development, as he shares how to ensure consistent 

software implementations in your hospital and how Docker can streamline the process.

*All sessions will be recorded and available for viewing after the session is live. 

3:00 PM ET - Entertainment Break #2

11:00 AM ET

Morning Show

Join us for a morning show where our breakout session speakers, executives, and industry experts 

break down the topics being discussed, and what to look out for during the event. 

Thursday

4:30 PM ET - End of Day 1



11:30 AM ET - Select One*

How to Work Better with your Report Writers, and Get the Data You Need 

You know the data you want, but how do you get it? Thomas Harlan teaches you how as he shares his experience 

with tips to help you remove frustration from the report request triage process and get your data fast. 

Go Beyond the Bare Minimum with Patient Privacy Managed Services

Doing the bare minimum to meet HIPAA compliance is not a long-term option. Join Jackie Lo and Lisa Lovette as 

they share best practices on how to proactively protect patient data and avoid the negative exposure that a data 

breach can cause.

Ways to Improve Daily Life for Clinicians and Combat Physician Burnout

The emergence of EHRs in hospitals has helped clinicians perform their jobs, however, there are still issues that 

can cost clinicians time with their patients and cause mental burnout. Join Matthew Streff as he goes into the 

issues found with EHR usage and solutions that can optimize your workflows.

1:00 PM ET - Select One*

Lessons Learned in Outbound Migration and How to Better Archive Data

Is your legacy data costing you too much? Implementing new applications to keep up with healthcare needs can 

sometimes leave critical data behind, resulting in legacy systems that are costly to maintain. In this session, 

Sean Samiljan will share valuable information to help you better plan your archive migration and how you can 

finally get rid of those costly maintenance fees. 

Getting Consistent Software Installations with Docker

Consistency and reliability across software implementation and maintenance are critical factors for healthcare 

organizations. Join Eric Carter, Team Leader, Research and Development, as he shares how to ensure consistent 

software implementations in your hospital and how Docker can streamline the process.

Importance of Monitoring and Managing Sepsis in the Hospital

The ability to identify and track sepsis early can be critical in the outcome of your patients. Join David McVeigh as 

he shares how hospitals can lower the risk of hospital-based illnesses and improve the patient’s journey with the 

use of smart board tracking.

*All sessions will be recorded and available for viewing after the session is live. 

12:30 PM ET - Entertainment Break #1



2:30 PM ET - Select One*

Ways to Improve Daily Life for Clinicians and Combat Physician Burnout

The emergence of EHRs in hospitals has helped clinicians perform their jobs, however, there are still issues that 

can cost clinicians time with their patients and cause mental burnout. Join Matthew Streff as he goes into the 

issues found with EHR usage and solutions that can optimize your workflows.

Lessons Learned in Outbound Migration and How to Protect PHI when Migrating 

It’s difficult enough planning an archive migration, but how do you keep patient data safe during the process? In 

this session, you’ll learn valuable insights into planning a successful archive migration and how to uphold patient 

privacy standards during the process. 

How to Work Better with Report Writers and Get the Data You Need

You know the data you want, but how do you get it? Thomas Harlan teaches you how as he shares his experience 

with tips to help you remove frustration from the report request triage process and get your data fast. 

*All sessions will be recorded and available for viewing after the session is live. 

2:00 PM ET - Entertainment Break #2

Thank You!


